
Command Prompt Approach 1: 

When I open a psafe3 file without a literal path to the safe file: 
Command 

Z:\temp> pwsafe a.psafe3 

I’m prompted as such: 

 

Nothing looks wrong in the ‘Open Password Database:’ field 

When I make changes to the safe I get the error “Unable to create intermediate backup.” when it auto-

saves: 

 

…then close pwsafe, I get prompted to save the file: 

 

…I say ‘Yes’ and get the error: 



 

Observation: I don’t know if the two periods (.) after the word backup are a typo in the dialog or if either 

of them are supposed to represent the path in which case would be the present/current directory.  (i.e. 

“.\”) 

Next I close pwsafe and then open pwsafe without including the safe file in the command: 

Command 

Z:\temp> pwsafe.exe 

… the path is pre-entered with the previous file location.   

 

Notice the missing back slash (\) in the ‘Open Password Database’ field.  More so, notice that the 

directory’s path is missing (temp\).  This is because I never included the full path in the safe file’s path 

statement.  (i.e. <command> <file_name>)   

  



Command Prompt Approach 2: 

I open the file including a relative path: 

Command 

Z:\temp> pwsafe.exe .\a.psafe3 

Result 

 

This successfully updates, WITHOUT the error “Unable to create intermediate backup.” 

Next I close pwsafe and then open pwsafe without including the safe file in the command: 

Command 

Z:\temp> pwsafe.exe 

I'm prompted with the path and password dialog.   

 



Notice how the ‘Open Password Database’ field now shows the literal string I entered (.\a.psafe3) 

prefixed with the drive letter and the colon (Z:).  This still doesn’t include the backslash (\) or the 

directoy’s path (temp\) after the colon.  It’s also not converting the relative path (.\) to the literal path, 

which in this case should be Z:\temp\.  However, the program still approves of this syntax and will save 

properly as I believe Windows is smart enough to know how to handle the relative path (.\). 

  



Command Prompt Approach 3: 

I open the file including the absolute path: 

Command 

Z:\temp> pwsafe.exe Z:\temp\a.psafe3 

Result 

 

This successfully updates, WITHOUT the error “Unable to create intermediate backup.” 

Next I close pwsafe and then open pwsafe without including the safe file in the command: 

Command 

Z:\temp> pwsafe.exe 

I'm prompted with the path and password dialog.   

 



Now notice that the ‘Open Password Database’ field shows exactly the same as when I originally 

included in the command statement.  Because I included the full path to the psafe3 file, it retained the 

path exactly as I typed it, which is what happened every time.  

When using shortcuts 

The above is true when using shortcuts.  If you do not specify the absolute path for the psafe3 file, you’ll 

also get the “Unable to create intermediate backup.” 

So when I set the shortcut’s Target: path to:  “Z:\temp\pwsafe.exe a.psafe3”, the fill will open, but when 

I go to save, I get the error.  Only when I put the full path to the psafe3 file in the Target path, (i.e. 

Z:\temp\pwsafe.exe Z:\temp\a.psafe3) will I no longer receive the error. 

Conclusion 

If you do not specify the absolute path for the psafe3 file, the open statement in the Password Safe 

program code has no problems opening since it DOES actually open the file specified.   However, the 

close statement in the Password Safe program code doesn’t know how to translate relative paths.  So if 

you do not specify a path at all in the command (pwsafe a.psafe3), it only looks at the drive letter but 

not the current directory within the save statement (i.e. <drive_letter><file_name> - Z:a.psafe3) 

I believe that if you include additional programming code to observe the directory in which the psafe3 

file exists, then there will not be a save issue.  


